
Deco pinch valve

Body Material and Design

Deco pinch valve has a unique design, sealed from the service 
and proofed against corrosion/rust and erosion/ abrasive in a 
hostile environment. The valve body is casted in a cast 
iron/ductile. The basic construction of the valve is quite simple; 
it is composed of five principle units called lower body, upper 
body or bonnet, sleeve and hand wheel. Deco pinch valves can 
handle almost any fluid throughout the world in the Industry. It is 
manufactured in two standards, BS 10 table D, BS 4504 Table 
10/Pn 10 and ANSI 150.

This valve has the same face to face dimensions as Deco 
Diaphragm Valves; it is suitable to handle a heavy slurry 
application, due to the point that when the valve is fully opened 
there is no flow interference.

This valve is designed in such a way that it becomes part of the 
pipeline in a fully opened position.

It is also suitable for a perfect throttling/control application. 
These valves can be installed at any position vertical or 
horizontal. Deco pinch valve is a bi-directional type of valve, 
this simply means it can take flow from any direction.
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Sleeve Material

Bonnet / Upper Body

Deco pinch valve sleeve material used depends on the 

media or application. It is normally controlled by 

temperature, fluid, pressure and frequently operations. 

This sleeve is available in a wide range of polymers 

and trims to meet exact service and flow specifications. 

Sleeves can handle a range of temperatures between -

25°C to 130°C.

The main function of the bonnet is to isolate working 

parts from hazardous atmosphere. The bonnet 

assembly consists of the bonnet shell, containing the 

operating mechanism made up of spindle, spindle 

brass nuts and a compressor.

Compressor

Supports the sleeve though all degrees of traveling. 

Simply means it pushes the sleeve down to close the 

valve and pulls it up to open the valve, it is attached to 

the spindle to give a positive lift.

Operations

Applications 

Deco pinch valve has a robust ductile iron hand wheel 

used to open and close the valve; it consists of stem 

bush, self lubricated brass nuts and thrust bearing. 

This valve has a rising spindle. The valve can also be 

operated with pneumatic actuator and hydraulic 

cylinders.

Deco pinch valve is particularly suitable to handle 

severe applications like corrosive, abrasive, viscous or 

fibrous fluids. E.g. slurry etc.

Maximum Operating Pressure, 
Temperature and Sizes

Paint

•  Deco pinch valve can handle temperatures ranging 

from -30°C up to 130°C.

•  Deco pinch valve provides a bubble tight shut off in 

both directions up to a maximum line pressure of 90 

bar.

• Available sizes range from 2” (50mm) up to 12”
 (300mm).

The valve cast iron components are normally 

deepened into the degreaser solutions after machining 

to remove all grease and oil, then painted with unti-rust 

prime and finished with a blue industrial paint.

Deco Pinch Valves is Divided 
into Two Different Types

Deco full bore and Deco Weir type. Deco full bore is 

normally used for water and slurry applications and 

Deco Weir type is normally used for water and air 

applications. The Deco Weir type valve has a hump in 

the middle whereby the compressor press the rubber 

onto for the valve to seal.



Maintenance

•  Deco pinch valve can be repaired, this simply means is a fully 

refurbishable type of valve. This can be done in two ways at the plant 

where by you can purchase the worn out parts from the manufactures 

or send the valve back to the manufactures.

•  It can be repaired by easily dismantling and assembling, possible 

without removing the valves body from the pipeline.

Deco High Pressure Pinch Valves

The h  Deco igh pressure pinch valve body is made out of CWP (carbon 

steel) or mild steel welded parts  This valve can handle pressure up to 60 .  

bar  This high ressure Deco inch valve can be operated with the . p p

following actuators, earbox, neumatic and hydraulics. Deco igh  g  p  h

pressure pinch valves,  normally used at the tailing and anywhere in are

the plant where there is a demand for high pressure valves e.g., like  

water supply in the plant. The valve has proven its sel  for the 5 years to  f

be able to handle this kind of application, first of all the valves is 

economical due the fact that is repairable  .

Drilling

Deco pinch valve is designed to adapt easily to different flange drilling 

namely “table 10, table D and ANSi 150.
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DECO PINCH VALVE TECHNICAL DRAWING
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NB: Due to continuous development program Shadeco Valves and Pumps
deserved the right to make change without giving any notice


